




Established in 1984 and headquartered in Daxi Town, Wenling City, Zhejiang Province―a town with 

flourishing pump industry, Shimge Pump Industry (Zhejiang) Co., Ltd. is a limited liability company 

specialized in producing various kinds of pumps and control equipment. For over three decades, 

Shimge Pump Industry has been committed to technical researches, manufacturing and marketing 

of all kinds of pumps and control equipment, as well as providing first-class pumps and water 

treatment system solutions for the world.

Based on keen market insight, the company developed the “screw pump” in 1987, which filled the 

gap in the domestic market at that time. Due to its excellent quality, Shimge soon stood out in 

the industry, and started its journey as a legendary brand in China’s pump industry. The company 

was once successfully listed in the A-share market in Shenzhen Stock Exchange on December 31, 

2010 (stock code: 002532. According to the development strategy of the company, it was delisted 

in the form of asset reorganization and completed privatization in July 2020`). Currently, the 

company has 6 major brands, 12 product series with more than 2,000 specifications, and 8 holding 

subsidiaries, becoming a real leading brand in China’s pump industry.

Shimge's casting  parts production 
base in JiangSu Province
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Shimge's production base in HangZhou, 
Zhejiang Province

Shimge's production base in SanChiku, 
Wenling, Zhejiang Province

Company Profile





SHIMGE has equipped an industry-leading physicochemical testing center, 

and its delivery performance inspection platform has reached a precision of 

grade B (grade 1) in the evaluation conducted by an authoritative agency. 

In addition, its products have passed GS, CE and UL certification, and met the 

specifications of the RoHS Directive.

Strict Quality Control

Since its establishment, Shimge has always actively promoted comprehensive “lean” quality 
and environment management, and has currently passed ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 
certification, introduced excellent performance management in line with GB/T 19580 and 
established a sound quality assurance system. 

FOR BETTER LIFE
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